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Scottish Visual Arts Group (SVAG) Meeting 
 
Venue: Glasgow School of Art 
Date: Thursday 18 June 2015 
 
Present: 
Kerry Watson (Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art / SVAG Convenor) 
Paula Cuccurullo (EDINA, University of Edinburgh) 
Kristy Davis 
Andrew Demetrius (University of St Andrews) 
Jill Evans (SCURL) 
Victoria Farmer (Robert Gordon University) 
Jane Furness (Edinburgh College of Art, University of Edinburgh) 
Mark Glancy (National Museums of Scotland) 
Jennifer Higgins (Glasgow School of Art) 
Sarah Jeffcott (Scottish National Portrait Gallery) 
Marian Kirton (Edinburgh Napier University) 
Janet Mackay (University of Aberdeen) 
Yvonne McKenzie (Duncan of Jordanstone, University of Dundee) 
Anne Morrison (Art & Design Library, Edinburgh City Libraries) 
 
Apologies: 
Richard Bapty (University of Glasgow) 
Bronwen Brown (Edinburgh City Libraries) 
Duncan Chappell (Glasgow School of Art) 
Kerry Eldon (National Galleries of Scotland) 
Alison Jones (Glasgow Museums Library & Archive) 
Andrew Martin (National Library of Scotland) 
 
1. Minutes of Previous Meeting of 14 November 2014 
 
The minutes were approved. 
 
2. Matters Arising 
 
There were no matters arising that are not covered in today’s meeting. 
 
3. ARLIS Update (PLC) 
 
NCC: PLC did not attend the last meeting on 25 February but will attend the next meeting on 1st July.  
From the minutes of the February meeting, collaborative collection management and storage seem 
to be major issues of concern to the group.  Also, as they are discussing artists’ books collections 
across the UK, PLC will make sure to highlight our plans on this front at the next meeting (see section 
7 below). 
 
2015 Conference: This will be held in Cardiff this year from 15-17 July, though JF noted that the 
programme has just gone up very recently and still has some gaps.  The conference title theme is 
“Mining for Innovation - Fuelling the Arts Economy”.  She will be attending and should report back to 
the group on her experiences. 
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4. SCURL Update (JE) 
 
SCURL Shared Services activities: 
Library Management Platform Task and Finish Group. This group convened following the 
recommendations from the 2014 SCURL Library Services Platform Task Force and has been working 
with the Advanced Procurement for Universities and Colleges (APUC) to deliver an Invitation To 
Tender as a Framework Agreement enabling both SCURL institutions and the FE sector to benefit.  It 
is anticipated that the ITT will be released in the autumn of 2015. 
 
Scottish Collections Policy (SCP) and Collaborative Collection Management. 
A group has been convened, chaired by Jill Evans, to review the SCP which was developed in 2010 
and also to deliver a framework for a Collaborative Collection management tool which will assist 
with institutional policies. The group will deliver the Final Report to SCURL in December 2015. 
 
Scottish Higher Education Digital Library (SHEDL) 
The content procured comprises ebooks, ejournals, databases, video and tutorial content. Current 
investment pa is £5m with 15 publishers renewals scheduled for 2015. 
 
Pre-payment to JISC Collections to benefit from Publishers' discounts. 
SCURL advised the Scottish Universities Finance Directors' Group of the recommendations to pre-
deposit sums with JISC Collections in a separate SHEDL account to benefit from early payment of the 
publishers invoices. The financial contributions from the institutions were submitted in the early 
autumn 2014 and JISC Collections subsequently made the payments on receipt of the publishers' 
invoices. Subsequent refunds from JISC Collections to the institutions have been received. It has 
been agreed to follow the same principle for 2015 but to pre-pay only in UK sterling where 
appropriate. 
 
Ebooks Joint Procurement. 
SCURL launched the unique ebooks procurement in 2014 after a Competitive Mini Framework where 
5 publishers will supply content for a three year contract. The publishers are Elsevier, Oxford 
University Press, Palgrave, Sage, and Wiley. 
 
5. Visual Resources 
 
PLC brought up a few copyright initiatives she had been made aware of recently: 
Copywrongs: http://copywrongs.eu/. This was discussed at the CILIPS conference and then 
circulated to the group for direct comment. London Manifesto (signed by CILIP/SLIC/ARLIS): 
http://www.cilip.org.uk/londonmanifesto This has already been signed by CILIP, SLIC and ARLIS, and 
she will look into whether SVAG can still sign up to this initiative. 
 
In addition, she again flagged up the ‘Adopt a Slide’ initiative at Manchester Metropolitan University, 
launched by the Visual Resources Centre at Manchester School of Art to protect their collection at 
risk.  Further information can be found at their website: https://pickaslide.wordpress.com/  
 
6. Report by Publicity Officer (JF) 
 
As mentioned previously, JF will be representing SVAG (and the University of Edinburgh) at ARLIS.  
She also noted that members should be updating their records on our website. 
 
7. New SVAG website (JH) 

http://copywrongs.eu/
http://www.cilip.org.uk/londonmanifesto
https://pickaslide.wordpress.com/
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JH gave us a live demo of the new site in DC’s absence: 
https://scottishvisualartsgroup.wordpress.com/ DC created the site in Wordpress to replace our 
current blog (in Blogger), which will be archived and linked to the new page.  This new site will (in 
addition to the previous blogging and useful links) hold all of our current member details, as well as 
links to our SCURL marker page and to our project site.  We would ask members to check and update 
their details. 
 
Artists’ Books in Scotland 
DC had noted that the art libraries in the Washington DC area launched a researchers' guide to 
artists' books collections in their member institutions: http://www.artistsbooksdc.com/  He 
wondered if we could we do something similar under the SVAG aegis, pointing researchers to artists' 
books collections across Scotland. Continuing this idea, he set up the following website linked to our 
new SVAG site: https://artistsbooksinscotland.wordpress.com/  
 
Once we are up and running properly, he suggests that we create a simple template and circulate it 
to the group.  Some information we may wish to collect would include the following (but he would 
appreciate input for anything else we may wish to highlight): 
 
·         Name of Institution 
·         Extent of Collection 
·         Collection Strengths/Collecting Foci 
·         Catalogue Link 
·         Other Links (to image galleries, blogs, resource pages etc.) 
·         Access arrangements 
 
8. Any Other Business 
 
Collaborative collection management 
This seems like a good idea in theory, but as JM pointed out, even if UKRR covered monographs, 
knowing that someone even in another part of Scotland held a title wouldn’t always help in 
Aberdeen!  It would be interesting to know what’s going on with this – PLC will report back after the 
NCC meeting, where this has been discussed in the past.  There was also general discussion about 
current stocks and calls for rationalisation of collections and storage spaces. 
 
MLAG 
MG is going to the MLAG meeting tomorrow, where their conference debrief will be taking place.  
He will report back to us. 
 
9. Date of Next Meeting 
 
BB made the offer via email to hold the second meeting of 2015 at Edinburgh’s Central Library, 
including a tour of their refurbished facilities and a viewing of some of the special collections 
material from the Art & Design Library.   
 
Date: Thursday 3 December 
Venue: Edinburgh Central Library 
 

https://scottishvisualartsgroup.wordpress.com/
http://www.artistsbooksdc.com/
https://artistsbooksinscotland.wordpress.com/

